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Delivery from 15 to 25 days

Services and Technologies for professional catering since 1973

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

BS-G7F6PW+FG GAS STOVE 6 BURNERS on GN 2/1 GAS OVEN, BERTO'S,
MACROS 700 line, ECO POWER series, total heat output.
Kw 41.3, Weight 112 Kg, dim.mm.1200x700x900h

PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION

GAS COOKER with 6 BURNERS on GN 2/1 GAS OVEN, MACROS 700 Line, ECO POWER Series :
worktop and front panels in AISI 304 stainless steel ;
burners entirely in cast iron , guaranteed for life , operated by a valved tap and fixed liquid-tight to the deep drawn AISI 304 steel hob ;
safety thermocouple and burner pilot flame protected by a brass cover for easy cleaning and maintenance;
90 mm burners entirely in cast iron , with regulation up to 3.5 kW, and 120 mm , with regulation up to 6 kW;
open fire power n°x kW : 1 x 3.5 kW + 5 x 6 kW ;
 static gas oven equipped with pilot flame entirely made of stainless steel , with 4-level supports for grids and GN 2/1 trays;
oven burner with self-stabilised flame and thermostat adjustable from 160 to 280 °C ;
molded door front without gasket for greater insulation and cleaning ;
door and inner door pressed in AISI 304 stainless steel ;
high-resistance door handle in 20/10 thick AISI 304 steel ;
adjustable feet;
2 year warranty .

Supplied :
Piezoelectric oven ignition
1 anti-tipping oven rack

Accessories/Options:
compartment door

CE mark
Made in Italy

TECHNICAL CARD

Thermal input (Kw) 41,3
net weight (Kg) 112

gross weight (Kg) 127



Delivery from 4 to 9 days

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

breadth (mm) 1200
depth (mm) 700
height (mm) 900

TECHNICAL CARD

CODE/PICTURES DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

BS-1PDX

TECHNOCHEF - Right Door, Mod.1PDX
Right hand door for 400 mm compartment

BS-1PSX

TECHNOCHEF - Left Door, Mod.1PSX
Left door for 400 mm compartment
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